
Diagnose. Get information. 
Fix. All in one solution.

Engineered and assembled in the USA by Bosch. The 
ADS series is designed for technicians, by technicians, 
to diagnose, research and repair vehicle issues.

The all-new Bosch ADS series professional 
diagnostic scan tools

Now with  

Bosch Repair-

Source



Feature ADS 325 ADS 625

Bosch Repair-Source, a comprehensive vehicle service and repair information library Yes Yes

Fully optimized easy-to-use software and workflows for fast navigation Yes Yes

Vehicle system coverage for Domestic, Asian and European brands Yes Yes

Super fast AutoID, read/clear DTCs from all controllers, view data PIDs, perform bi-directional 
controls, calibrations, resets and relearns

Yes Yes

On-tool and online repair information: confirmed fixes, maintenance procedures (brake/battery/
TPMS/tune-up specs/other), component locations, key reprogramming, technical service 
bulletins (TSB)s and more

Yes Yes

OBD II cable with light and voltmeter to confirm battery voltage prior to scanning Yes Yes

Android 5.0 plus 64GB SSD for fast processing, printing, file sharing Yes Yes

Built-in Wi-Fi and Firefox for full browsing capabilities Yes Yes

Compatible with other wireless accessories such as borescopes, battery testers, NVH analyzers 
and more

Yes Yes

Ultra-crisp high-resolution display for optimum viewing in all lighting conditions 7” 10”

5MP camera enables photos for sharing and Vehicle Scan Reports Rear only Front and rear

Wireless VCI with freedom to move anywhere in the bay and stay connected to the vehicle - Yes

J2534 pass-thru hardware for OE programming capabilities - Yes

Industry-leading full color OE system wiring diagrams - Yes

HDMI output for extended display - Yes

Docking and charging station included - Yes

Lifetime Hardware Warranty Yes Yes

ADS series:   Research, diagnose, repair

ADS Comparison

Ask your tool dealer about Bosch ADS tools or visit boschdiagnostics.com/pro/adsAsk your tool dealer about Bosch ADS tools or visit boschdiagnostics.com/pro/ads

The Bosch ADS series introduce a trusted diagnostic experience to technicians
u  Exclusive user interface designed for technicians, by technicians
u  Intuitive, standardized navigation with consistent information flow for every make and model
u  Custom vehicle experiences – leave generic information behind from the moment you’ve entered the vehicle

Be confident that with the Bosch ADS 325 or 625 you will be able to diagnose the vehicles that come into your shop today, and tomorrow. 
Bosch offers unmatched service, support, information and people to help you along the way.

Both tools include Domestic / Asian and European coverage with one subscription. For industry leading full color OE wiring diagrams and 
J2534 programming, grab the ADS 625.

Repair-Source

ADS tools now come with Bosch Repair-Source, a comprehensive 
vehicle service and repair information library.
u  Connect the diagnosis with vital technical information needed 

for repair - for the specific vehicle make, model and year you are 
working on.

u  Repair-Source is included with a standard subscription.
u  Access to vehicle service and repair information including DTC 

troubleshooting workflows, repair procedures, maintenance 
schedules, TSBs, OE wiring diagrams, component locations, labor 
times and more

Coverage 

Continually updated and enhanced coverage for Domestic, Asian and 
European brands. Recent software updates included a huge European 
vehicle coverage release for BMW, Volkswagen, Audi and Mercedes-
Benz vehicles, with new coverage also added for GM, Ford, Chrysler 
and Nissan vehicles.

Accessories

Compatible with many wireless borescopes, battery testers, NVH 
analyzers and more.

The Tools

ADS 325  
u  7” ultra-crisp, high-resolution display
u  5MP rear camera enables sharing photos and Vehicle Scan Reports
u  Complete diagnostic needs with Auto ID, read/clear DTCs and 

DTC types from all controllers, data PIDS, bidirectional controls, 
calibrations, resets and relearns.

u  Android 5.0 plus 64GB SSD for fast processing, printing and 
file sharing

u  Built-in Wi-Fi and Firefox for full browsing capabilities Lifetime 
Warranty with an active, unlapsed diagnostics subscription

u  Tablet, AC power adapter and OBD II cable with light and voltmeter

ADS 625
All the features of the ADS 325, plus:
u  Industry-leading full color OE system wiring diagrams
u  Dual WiFi cards to maintain web and wireless VCI connection
u  J2534 pass-thru VCI for OE programming capabilities
u  Large 10” ultra-crisp high-resolution display
u  Dual 5MP front and rear cameras 
u  HDMI output for extended display
u  Docking and charging station included 
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Technicians using diagnostic systems powered by Bosch are 
getting vehicles back on the road quickly and safely. Millions of 

vehicles scanned and investigated.

See the vehicles and codes being worked on around the nation.

Subscribe to the Tech-nation newsletter at techniciannation.com 
to keep up with diagnostics nationwide, get tech tips, product 

updates, promotions and more.

Become part of  
Technician Nation

What are you fixing today?


